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ABSTRACT
The rapid drive towards faster and efficient technology has pushed our knowledge of fundamental material behaviour
to its limits. Specifically, the response of materials to high amplitude external stimuli at very short time-scales
(microseconds and lower) have exciting future opportunities in fundamental research. Addressing the origins of
material behavior at these extreme conditions involves a mechanism-based approach wherein physical mechanisms
need to be probed at short length and time scales simultaneously. We will discuss two specific examples of high
amplitude, short time-scale phenomena in materials. The first example will focus on the dynamic viscoplastic
deformation of magnesium with applications in protection materials. With a density two-thirds that of aluminium,
magnesium has been sought after as the next major industrial structural metal. In-situ experimental measurements at
short length and time-scales indicate strong dependence of flow stress, strain hardening and microscopic mechanisms
on loading rate. Using high-speed microscopy data, we will see that strain-rate-dependent strength of magnesium is due, in part to a transition in the dynamics of a specific deformation mechanism called ‘deformation twinning’.
During the next part of the talk, we will briefly explore previously established ideas of rate effects and microscopic
deformation mechanisms under multi-physical driving fields. Specifically, we will focus on ferroelectric materials,
which are a class of non-linear electromechanical material systems with a wide range of applications from transducer
technology to active structural control. Data from in-situ measurements reveal a non-linear dependence of electrical
polarization switching kinetics on loading rate across time-scales spanning seven orders of magnitude. We will discuss
the implications of these measurements from the perspective of the key microscopic mechanisms responsible for
polarization switching called ‘ferroelectric domains’ and their kinetics. The ubiquity of microscale kinetics and their
effects on macroscopic material behavior across material systems especially under dynamic loading conditions will be
evident. Finally, a perspective on the future of mechanics research for material response at extreme loading conditions
will be presented along with some examples of exciting open problems in the field applicable to material design for
protection and energy generation.
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